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Abstract
The proposed research work is an effort to provide accurate movie recommendations
to a group of users with the help of a rule-based content-based group recommender
system. The whole approach is categorized into 2 phases. In phase 1, a rule- based
approach has been proposed which considers the users’ viewing history to provide the
Rule Base for every individual user. In phase 2, a novel group recommendation
system has been proposed which considers the ratings of the movies as per the rule
base generated in phase 1. Phase 2 also considers the weightage of every individual
member of the group to provide the accurate movie recommendation to that particular
group of users. The results of experimental setup also establish the fact that the
proposed system provides more accurate outcomes in terms of precision and recall
over other rule learning algorithms such as C4.5.
Keywords: Data Mining, Movie Recommender System, Group Preferences,
MovieLens, Classification Rules, Rule Base.

1.

Introduction

In today’s digital world, one of the major day-to-day challenges is to find the
appropriate information from the vast amount of data that is available online. There
are various personalization techniques available in the market to overcome this
problem; one aspect of personalization is recommendation system which is
explained in detail by Moses and Babu [1]. The primary objective of a recommender
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system is to suggest the correct item to a user based upon description of item that
matches with the profile of the user’s requirements and interests. Recommender
systems are generally categorized into two categories namely personal
recommendation system and group recommendation system. Personal recommender
systems provide the recommendations based on the interest of an individual user
whereas a group recommender system provides the recommendations which can
satisfy the need of all the group members.
Finding the most relevant piece of information from the various sources that are
available online is a difficult task. Similar is the case with recommendations related
to movie and entertainment industry and therefore, people need more efficient and
intelligent recommender system for this category. Any general movie recommender
system can recommend the movies to the user in two possible ways: one by
providing a general/ common list of movies to a single user and another, by
providing the most relevant movies to a group of users according to user’s viewing
history and group preferences. This paper focuses on the second part only because
when a user search for any particular movie recommendation, they usually have their
own preferences as per the group with whom they are going to watch the movie.
So, a novel content-based group recommendation algorithm has been proposed in
this paper which uses the Decision Rule Set Learning (D.R.S.L) Algorithm and
generates the Rule Base for an individual user. Then final movie recommendation is
provided to the whole group of users based on that Rule Base and assigned
weightage of each group member using Repeat Group Rule Approach (R.G.R.A).
The whole idea of the proposed algorithm revolves around the fact that - for a
particular user, there is a different rule base which holds peculiar relevance.
Processing of available information through assigning weightage and repeat group
rule-based approach will render the more relevant & suitable recommendations for a
group of users.
The increasing demand in developing new recommender systems, challenges in
implementing the efficient recommendation algorithms and to evaluate the potential
of rule base in improving the accuracy of group recommender systems motivated the
authors to write this paper. The research work is constructed as follows: next section
explains the recent work done in the area of recommender system and various other
methodologies like group recommendation system. Further the architecture of the
proposed approach has been elaborated. The implementation and experimental
evaluation of the proposed recommender system has been covered in the next section
whereas last section concludes the outcomes and results of the research work.

2.

Related Work

Lu et al. [2] mentioned in their work that recommender systems are being utilized in
numerous applications like music, online shopping sites, news, study material, travel
& tourism etc. Few authors [3][4] explained the recommender systems that are based
on user as well as product reviews and analyzed that recommender systems typically
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work on user’s preferences which are pertained by every individual in context to
various items or products. Presulli [5] stated that quality and efficiency of the work
suffers due to lack of regular flow of complete information and consistent
demonstration of the requisite data. So, he proposed an approach to resolve that
problem by collaboratively acquiring the necessary key factors related to work.
Recommender system employs various techniques and several researchers have
explained all the techniques in detail in their research work. Collaborative filtering is
a type of recommendation technique that measures the interest of a user by using
preferences of other related users. Zhang et al. [6] explained the main idea behind
this technology that if two users can be considered as having the same tastes and
interests, then it can be assumed that both the users will have the same opinion about
any new item. Other than collaborative filtering, recommendation systems can also
be built with the help of content of items, and a matching profile to those items. This
technique is named as content-based filtering approach. Hyung et al. [7] mentioned
that the content-based recommendation approach primarily suggests the same kind
of items that the users have preferred in the past after matching an individual’s
profile with content of the items.
There are demographic recommender systems also that recommends the items based
on demographics (language, country) of users as explained by Chen and He [8]. This
technique provides more personalized recommendations because much detailed
information about the user is involved in determining the recommendations. Apart
from this, there are knowledge-based recommendation systems that make use of
possible user-item knowledge displaying how a peculiar item meets user demand to
develop or predict the recommendations [9].
The main objective of a group recommender system is to provide the
recommendations as per the satisfaction of all the group members. But the main
challenge here is - how to cater the interests and preferences of various different
members of the group. Whereas in case of personal recommender systems, it is easy
to measure the user tendency and item tendency and finally predict the ratings of the
items those are unrated [10]. There are two further algorithms under collaborative
filtering - Memory-based and Model-based algorithms. Memory-based technique has
been used in [11] to improve the results of collaborative filtering algorithm. In this
research paper, authors discovered the possible similarity relationships between
users or items with the help of user-item interaction.
In case of model-based collaborative filtering algorithms, various authors have
explored different models such as latent factor and matrix factorization where
additional visual features have been used to improve the movie recommendations
[12]. When it comes to Clustering-based recommendation methods, a novel multitype clustering approach [13] was proposed which improves the accuracy of
recommendations with the help of trust-based user clustering. Another collaborating
filtering approach put forward in [14] explores the recommendations on signed
social rating networks with the help of Bayesian probabilistic modeling approach.
However, there is one issue with the collaborative filtering methods that it considers
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all items and users as individual entities, but recommendations are provided without
considering the specifications of those individual items or users. Various contentbased recommendation methods have been deployed which provides
recommendations after exploring all the details about an item, like actors or genre of
a movie or about a user, like demographic details [15]. There are other content-based
recommendation systems also which explores the various domains like news article
recommendations [16] which provide proper reasons and explanations for each and
every single recommendation they make.
The main focus of this research paper is on group recommendations since it is a less
explored segment in comparison to other recommendation methods which have been
discussed till now. Currently, group recommendations are provided by taking
individual ratings about an item and then combining the recommendations of all the
members of the group, rather than investigating the relationships between the group
members in detail. And that’s why these recommendation systems face the problem
of data sparsity. A group recommendation system based on random walk and restart
method [17] is a novel group recommendation approach. At an initial stage, it detects
the various information in detail with respect to users, items, and groups, and then
develop a tripartite graph representing the relationship amongst the three entities.
Then it provides the recommendations to the groups based on relevance degrees of
the graph. TV Recommendation and personalization Systems [18] is a web-based
group recommendation system which recommends the TV program for more than
one user by merging user profiles with the help of total distance minimization
technique. Clustering methods can be clubbed within the group recommendation
systems to detect and form a group with the help of various group modeling
strategies. [19] Explains that the performance of a group recommendation system is
strongly affected by the group modeling strategy that is used to build that group.
In this paper, a novel approach has been proposed for a group recommendation
system which uses the Decision Rule Set Learning Algorithm and generates the Rule
Base for an individual user. Then final movie recommendation is provided to the
whole group of users based on that Rule Base and assigned weightage of each group
member using Repeat Group Rule Approach. And that’s why the proposed approach
is better than current group recommendation systems wherein items are
recommended only on the basis of combination of individual preferences of the
group members or by combining the group’s rating of similar items with the help of
collaborative filtering approach.

3.

Proposed Recommender System Design

The primary objective of the proposed work is to develop an effective movie
recommender system that is capable to provide movie recommendations to an
individual user as well as group of users. The whole proposed approach revolves
around generating the rules and Repeat Group Rule Approach (RGRA) to provide
group recommendations. The rule base generated by DRSL is the final input for
RIRA to recommend the movies to the group of users. One last factor that is
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weightage of every user in a group is also taken into account to improve the
recommendations to the group.
A real dataset from MovieLens has been used to implement the proposed
recommendation system. This dataset includes total 100000 ratings from 671 users
on 9125 movies. All the movies have been classified according to their different
genres and these genres are the primarily are covered under all the training sample
set. This procedure is done for each and every user who will be new to the proposed
system. In this way, system is able to get a unique profile of every user. Ratings are
collected from all the users for the movies they have seen. This information about
the ratings and movies are stored in the system as the viewing history against every
individual user.
Once the ratings and viewing history of the users gets stored in the system, D.R.S.L
uses this information and learns the rules for each and every user, also known as
RuleBase. Now, when a new movie will be introduced to the system, it will
automatically get classified as per the features of the movies data set in the proposed
approach. Here, the rating is 5-scaled one. 1 indicates poor, 2 indicate average, 3
indicate above average, 4 indicate a good, and 5 indicate excellent.
At the initial stage of the proposed system, it won’t be able to provide any
recommendations to the users because it doesn’t have any information about the
users and their preferences. For this purpose, few external rules must be added to the
system to generate the recommendations. So, system collects the ratings for every
individual user for few weeks which are called the training sample set for the
learning algorithm. With the help of these training sample set, the learning algorithm
learns the patterns of rules that user’s RuleBase and system will ultimately get the
predicted ratings for that movie. These ratings will be stored in the system and help
to generate the movie recommendations to the individual users as per their
RuleBase. Finally, R.G.R.A uses the set of rules generated by the D.R.S.L and
provides the movie recommendations to a group of users.
The flowchart in Figure 1.depict all the steps involved in the process to recommend
an appropriate movie to a group of users with the help of proposed recommender
system.
In the proposed approach, ratings are collected from users for each and every movie
they have seen. But there might be a situation when some users are unlike to provide
the ratings. For this purpose, the proposed system generates the ratings for those
movies by own as per that user’s viewing history. System calculates the probability
of occurrence of the movies similar to that movie in the viewing history and
generates the ratings based on that. If similar kind of movie occurs more in the
viewing history, then the rating will be higher and vice versa.
3.1

Decision Rule Set Learning Algorithm

In content-based recommendation system, learning algorithms are used to learn the
profiles of users. The learning algorithm used in the proposed recommendation
system is D.R.S.L that is based on two multi-class rule learner algorithms – RIPPER
and FOIL. D.R.S.L is a multi-class learning algorithm where five different classes
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have been used i.e. poor, average, above average, good and excellent.
Initially, the training sample sets are classified into 2 different data sets – Train and
Prune Data Set. Train data set has been used to rules learning and Prune data set is
for reducing the complexity of those set of rules and improve the predictive
accuracy.

Figure 1. Framework of the proposed group recommender system.

FOIL is a rule learning approach that uses a special performance parameter called
FOIL Information Gain given as below:
P1
P0


FoilGain ( R ' , R )  s (log 2
 log 2
)
P1  N1
P0  N 0 


(1)

Where R is the original rule and R’ is the candidate rule after adding a condition. N0
and P0 is the number of negative and positive entities of R respectively. N1 and P1
is the number of negative and positive entities of R + R’ respectively. S is the
number of true positive entities in R and R’.
The pruning criteria which is known as Rule Value Metric is given as follows:
RuleValueMetric( R ) 

pn
pn
(2)

Where n and p are the number of negative and positive examples respectively,
present in the prune data set that are covered by the rule (R).
In RIPPER Algorithm, conditions are added to the set of rules to improve the
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FoilGain until it reaches its maximum value. Similarly, pruning criteria deletes the
final sequence of conditions to maximize the RuleValueMetric.
Once the rule base is obtained for the user, new movies from the MovieLens data set
are classified according to that rule base for that particular user. And this list will act
as the input to the next step of the proposed approach i.e. R.G.R.A.
3.2

Repeat Group Rule Approach to generate Group Recommendations

When a rule based recommender system is supposed to provide recommendations to
a group, an individual approach alone is never sufficient to provide the precise
recommendations to that group. So, a combined group rule- based approach has
been proposed in this paper that depends on mainly three factors. The first factor is
when the least number of group members like the particular item. Second factor is
when most of group members are satisfied with the particular item. And the last one
is when all the members of the group are satisfied with the item.
These three factors have been combined in the proposed group recommender system
to provide accurate recommendations to a group based on the individual choices of
the group members. The proposed strategy in this paper has been named as Repeat
Group Rule Approach (R.G.R.A).
Let’s consider a group G with N number of users within it. The next step is to obtain
the two factors mentioned above i.e. when the least number of group members are
satisfied and when all the group members are satisfied from every movie which has
been classified and forwarded by D.R.S.L. Both the factor values are added for each
movie and the maximum of those values is considered to recommend the movie to
that particular group. If the same maximum value is observed for more than one
instance, then the whole process is repeated without taking least happiness factor
into consideration. And this process is applied for every single instance which has
been forwarded by D.R.S.L. for each and every group member repeatedly. That’s
why this algorithm has been named as Repeat Group Rule Approach.
To improve the accuracy of recommendations, weight factor has been assigned to
each member of the group since there are always few members in a group whose
preferences are considered more than the other members of the group. They might
be the decision makers of that particular group, like father or any other senior
person in a group of family. There might be a person who has his/her birthday on a
particular day and the whole group will consider their preferences rather than other
group members on that day. So these members should’ve assigned more weightage
than the other group members.
This weightage factor has been classified into three categories – low, medium and
high. After assigning the weightage factor to all the users, the instances are
modified specifically which act as the primary input to the R.G.R.A Algorithm.
Suppose if a user in a group has rated a particular instance the lowest, then his
rating for that instance is divided by his weightage factor. And for other users of the
group, their ratings are multiplied with their weightage factor. After doing this
modification to the instances, the same R.G.R.A algorithm is applied to obtain the
JIOS, VOL. 44. NO. 1 (2020), PP. 157-170
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most accurate recommendations for a group of users.
All the steps involved in the proposed movie recommender system are mentioned in
following Algorithm:
Algorithm: Movie Recommender System using D.R.S.L and R.G.R.A
1. Start
2. For every individual class, identify the number of
training examples.
3. Now classify all the training examples into positive
and negative examples when there is no class left.
4. For all the identified positive examples:
4.1 Take an empty Rule.
4.2 Add conjucts to rule if there is an improvement in
the FOIL Information Gain.
4.3 Perform rule pruning by eliminating the final
condition sequence.
4.4 Denote the explored positive examples by this
rule and add to the RuleSet.
5. Consider a Group G with N numbers of users in it.
6. Numbers of users, their weightage and Instances with
Rating of the movies are the inputs to the R.G.R.A
algorithm.
7. Based on the number of instances (i) in the Instance
Rating Vector(I):
7.1 Eliminate the instances in I with user rating
of“0”.
7.2 If all the entries in I has “0” user rating, then
directly go to next step.
8. Based on the repetition of the number of instances
(i) in I:
8.1 If there is no repetition of I in I, then Ci and
max is calculated as follows:
8.1.1 Ci = Sum of ratings of all the users and
minimum user ratings for instance “i”
Max = maximum value inCi.
8.1.2
8.2 If all the instances have the same ratings in a group,
then that item is recommended to the whole group.
8.3 If
there are few repetitions in the number of
instances and max appears various times in Ci, then
eliminate the entries with lowest rating, for that
particular instance and repeat the step8.
9. Provide a relevant movie recommendation to the group of
users (G).

4.

Results and Discussions

The performance of the proposed system will be evaluated under this section. In
order to ensure the accuracy of the proposed recommender system, two different
groups of users are selected and studied for a period of 1 month. Ratings are
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collected from all the users for 20 movies they have already seen. These set of
movies with their corresponding ratings are stored in the system under user
viewing history section. Now with the help of D.R.S.L, proposed system learns the
Rule Base for all the users. Whenever a new released movie is entered in the
system, its general information like genre, cast, director, etc. is also stored in the
system. So, this new movie gets classified automatically by the system on the
basis of past ratings and Rule Base of each user. And hence, system provides a
recommendation list for each individual user. Then weightage is assigned to each
user of the group and finally, R.G.R.A provides the movie recommendations to the
whole group as mentioned in Table 1.
Captain America: Civil War has been recommended to group A since it consists of
features such as Action, Adventure, Sci-Fi, and Thriller which are already
included in the previous items that the group members have rated higher in the
past. Similarly, Kingsman: The Secret Service has been recommended to Group B.
The proposed system provided accurate recommendations that match with the
interest of whole group.
Group
A
B

Recommended Movie
Captain America: Civil
War (2016)
Kingsman: The Secret
Service (2015)

Justification of
Recommendation
Action, Adventure,
Sci-Fi, Thriller
Action, Adventure,
Comedy, Crime

Table 1. Recommended Movies to two different Groups.

4.1

Performance of the Proposed System

To evaluate the performance of the proposed movie recommender system, following
metrics are used:
4.1.1 Recall
Recall defines the total relevant items retrieved by the proposed algorithm. It can be
described as follows:
Recall (R) = Irelevant∕Rrelevant

Irelevant
Rrelevant

(3)

= Number of relevant items retrieved by the proposed system.
= Total number of relevant items.

4.1.2 Precision
According to Wen et al. (2012), precision is defined as the probability of
recommended items that are relevant for the user. So, precision is used as one of the
performance evaluation criteria to measure the efficiency of the proposed system.
The value is measured as:
Precision (P) = Irecmend ∕ IRuleSet

(4)
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Irelevant = Number of relevant items retrieved by the proposed system.
IRuleSet = Number of items retrieved for a particular user (RuleSet).

The proposed recommender system consistently provided the accurate
recommendations for various groups of different sizes. The results on MovieLens
data set with respect to different values of Pruning Factor (Rule Value Metric) is
shown in Figure. 2 below:
80%

Precision

70%

Recall

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

0

0,2

0,4

0,6

0,8

1

Rule Value Metric
Figure 2. Precision & Recall Metric for MovieLens Data Set.

As depicted by the results, the precision value decreases when Rule Value Metric
increases. This is also observed that the decrease is not that steep because in the
proposed system, the user’s viewing history matches with their rating pattern. The
higher precision value is achieved through the proposed recommender system since
the accurate recommended items is provided by the system and most relevant ones.

4.2

Outcomes and Comparison

Figure 3 represents the comparison among various learning algorithms such as C4.5
decision tree rule learning approach, cluster-based learning method along with the
proposed learning algorithm, which can be used for group recommender system.
The graph clearly demonstrates that the performance of the proposed approach is
better than the other two learning algorithms. It also proves that D.R.S.L algorithm
takes less number of conditions than the C4.5 learning algorithm and cluster based
approach that are required for the training data classification. Cluster based methods
anyway consumes more time to save all the samples in order to provide the
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recommendations. So, the graph of cluster-based approach is having higher values
than the other two approaches. The graph represents the difference in time taken by
different methods to learn the number of different training datasets. It is also clear
from the comparison that the performance of the proposed approach is almost inline with the training sample datasets.

Learning Time in Seconds

140

Cluster Based Approach

120

C4.5 Approach

100

Proposed Approach

80
60
40
20
0

45

60

75

90

105

120

No. of Training Data Sets
Figure 3. Comparison between C4.5, cluster based approach and the proposed approach.

5. Conclusion
A wide variety of research and development has been performed in the field of
group recommender systems; but most of them primarily focus on enhancing the
recommendation accuracy by only fine-tuning the algorithm. At the same time, it is
important to provide the justification for the respective recommendations that a
system provides. Through this research work, a novel content-based group
recommendation algorithm for movies has been proposed, which is a combination
of two unique algorithms. One is D.R.S.L., used to generate the rule base for the
users and this rule base is used by another algorithm called R.G.R.A to provide the
movie recommendations to a group of users. The proposed group recommendation
system strictly operates according to the preferences of users, their previous ratings
and weightage of each and every user of the group. Performance has been enhanced
over the other traditional learning algorithms such as C4.5 and cluster-based
approach. Same has been expressed in term of precision value and the time taken to
learn the set of rules for a user.
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6. Current & Future Developments
In recent years, a lot of progress has been made with new studies on the movie
recommender systems. The proposed group recommendation system along with its
findings and better results indicates towards a prosperous future of new and
improved movie recommender systems that could revolutionize many applications
such as movie ticketing apps and online video content providers.
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